Theoretical analysis of core size effect in metalloporphyrins.
Density functional theory has been applied to a series of unsubstituted planar metalloporphyrins (MPs) to elucidate how geometry and frequencies correlate with the metal-nitrogen distance, referred to as the core size. Different transition metals can invoke expansion or contraction of the porphyrin core due to electronic effects resulting from the amount of d-electron pairing as well as occupancy of the d(x(2)(-y(2))) orbital. A full vibrational analysis consisting of all in-plane and out-of-plane frequencies was carried out, and the resulting modes were plotted against core size for a linear analysis and grouped within symmetry blocks. The modes were separated according to planarity, and all modes with a large slope and best fit greater than 0.8 were considered sensitive to metal-nitrogen distances. All planar skeletal modes above 1450 cm(-1), including the pyrolle ring deformations, are found to be core-size sensitive. The most significant out-of-plane modes sensitive to core size are gamma(8) and gamma(9), which are infrared active and grouped within the A(2u) symmetry block. The present work also opens possible quantitative applications for the correlation of spectroscopic properties of MPs and heme proteins with actual structural parameters.